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Reading One: About the Text

On the Name of the Text
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Thesearethenamesof thetext we will studyfor this course,theCommentaryon theLatter Part of the
Series, in TibetanandSanskrit. Theyareexplainedasfollows by GyaltsabJeDarmaRinchen(1364-
1432),the fameddiscipleof JeTsongkapawho becamethe first holderof his throneafter the Master
passedfrom this world. All theselectionsby GyaltsabJefoundin thereadingsfor thecoursearetaken
from his Treatise upon the Commentary on the Latter Part.
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Gyaltsab Je writes:

Now we will translate the name of the text, and then explain the name.  Here is the first.

The title, in Sanskrit,is MahayanaUttara Tantra Shastra[which in Tibetan is TekpaChenpoGyu
LamayTenchu,andin English“Commentaryon the Latter Part of the Series,in the GreaterWay.”] .
Maha, or chenpoin Tibetan,means“great,” andyana(tekpain Tibetan)means“vehicle” or “capacity.”
Anuttaraor uttara (which is lama in Tibetan)means“higher,” or “ultimate.” Tantra (gyu in Tibetan)
means “stream” or “series” or “secret book.”  Shastra (or tenchu in Tibetan) is “commentary.”
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Here is the second. “Vehicle” here can be the causal vehicle, in the sense of something that
allows you to travel someplace. It can also refer to the resulting vehicle, in the sense here of
someplace you want to travel to. We call this vehicle a “great” vehicle in that it possesses seven
different qualities of greatness: qualities such as being “great” in the scope of its focus. It is
great in its focus because it focuses upon an incredibly vast collection of scripture.

[The seven ways in which the way is “great” are presented in the Jewel of the Sutras, also spoken
by Lord Maitreya:

We speak of it certainly as the “greater” way
Because it possesses seven kinds of greatness:
Its scope is something which is great,
And just so it is great in the two accomplishments.
It is great in the wisdom, in the effort undertaken,
In the skillful means that it employs,
In the greatness of pure attainment,
And in the greatness of enlightened deeds.

The “scope” is said to be great in that the greater way focuses upon vast texts such as the
Perfection of Wisdom in 100,000 Lines. It is great as well in the two accomplishments: which
refers to fulfilling the needs both of oneself and of others. It is great in wisdom because in this
way one realizes the two different versions of the lack of a self.

The effort undertaken in this way is great because one embarks upon difficult work which
requires three “countless” eons to complete. The skillful means employed are great both because
one remains in the cycle of suffering due to the great power of ones compassion, and also
because one employs wisdom to make oneself free of negative thoughts. Ones attainments are
great in that one attains the ten powers of an enlightened being and such.

Finally, the enlightened deeds in this way are great in that one performs the twelve deeds of a
fully enlightened being.]
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The “stream” hereconveysa senseof going on in a continuum;that is, this is teachingwhich
indicatesto us whatwe canuseto purify our mind, filled asit is with impurities. Furthermore,
the word “ultimate” is meantin the senseof “latter.” Thus we can say that the words so far
describe the “latter part of the teaching, on the greater way.”

Theword “commentary,”or shastra in Sanskrit,thenindicatesa treatisewhich explainsthereal
ideabehindthis teaching. TheSanskritroot shas canmean“to fix,” or “to repair,” whereastra
can signify “to protect.” The Tibetan word here for “commentary” then, tenchu [which is
literally a combinationof two wordsmeaning“to show” and“to repair”] is acompoundmeantto
convey these two senses of the Sanskrit.
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To summarize,we cansaythat this bookhelpsus“fix” thegreatenemywithin us—ournegative
thoughts—andservesto “protect” us from the terrorsof the threelower realms,and of every
form of suffering life in general.

The Prediction of Arya Asanga

Thereis a famousbookby YongdzinYesheGyeltsen(1713-1793),the tutor of His Holinessthe
Eighth Dalai Lama,calledStories of the Lives of the Lamas of the Lineage of the Steps of the
Path. In this text we find the famouspredictionof Arya Asanga’scoming into the world, as
quoted in Root Tantra of Gentle Voice:
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As the Root Tantra of the Glorious Gentle One states,

Nine hundred years after the time
That I pass into my final nirvana,
There will come a monk
By the name of “Cannot Be Blocked” [A-sanga].
He will be a master of the meaning
Of that particular commentary,
And he will, in many different ways,
Distinguish between the literal
And figurative meanings of the sutras.
He will be a great being
Who shows the world reasoning,
And he will open the ways
Of the major scriptures.
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The way in which he masters reasoning
Will be through the one we call
The “Lady Messenger of Sala,”
And by the power of her secret words
His mind [lo] will become excellent [sang].
In an effort to help the teachings
Survive in the world, he will write
Works on the essence of the sutras,
And summaries as well.
He will live for a hundred and fifty years,
And when his body is finished
He will pass on to the Land of the Gods.

How Arya Asanga was Granted the Text

The following brief history of how Arya Asanga was granted the text of the Commentary on the
Latter Part of the Series is from the Great History of Buddhism by the omniscient Buton
Rinpoche (1290-1364).
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The older brother, Asanga, said to himself: “I will go and do practices to reach Maitreya, so that
afterwards I can work to spread the teachings.” And so he went to a cave in the mountains of
Jakang, and did his practices for three years, and didn't see the slightest sign that his work was
having any result at all.  He got discouraged, and left the cave.
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Outside he saw an old woman who was fashioning needles by rubbing away at a block of iron
with a wisp of cotton. Asanga said to her: “How could you ever make a needle that way?” And
she replied:

There is nothing that a person
Of courage cannot achieve
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If they really apply themselves.
It may be something hard to do,
But if you persist, and never give up,
You can even turn mountains to dust.
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And so Asanga returned to his practice, but after sixth year he left the cave again, and then once
more in the ninth year. The first time he saw how water dripping slowly on a great boulder of
rock had worn it down; the second time he saw how another boulder had been worn down by the
wings of birds that touched it only occasionally.
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He went back again, but by the twelfth year he had still not received the slightest hint of any
vision.  Again he lost his courage, and left the cave.  He came across a female dog; the lower part
of her body had been eaten away by maggots that were now starting on the upper part,
tormenting her.  And then a high form of compassion was born in his heart.
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It seemed to Asanga that, if he removed the maggots from the dog's body, then the maggots
would die. But if he didn't remove them, then the dog would die. And so he decided to cut a
piece of flesh from his own body, and put the maggots there. He went to into a nearby town, by
the name of Achenta, and borrowed a golden razor by putting up his staff as collateral.
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Asanga sliced the flesh from his body, and went to pick up the maggots in his fingers but
stopped—realizing that he might crush them. He determined to move them by lifting them up on
his tongue, and so leaned over, closing his eyes as he did. Then suddenly the dog was gone, and
before him stood the Lord, Maitreya, blazing in light.  Asanga cried out:
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Alas, one and only Father,
Savior who protects me;
I tried to reach you thousands of times,
But all my efforts were fruitless.

There I sat tormented in heat,
And you with a mass of seas,
Clouds full of comforting rain,
Sent me none, left me to thirst.
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“I tried,” Asanga wailed, “I tried so hard—and you didn't grant me the slightest sign. You have
so little compassion,” he said bitterly.  And the Lord replied,

The King of the Gods
May send down the rain,
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But if the seeds are not ready
Then nothing will grow.

The Enlightened Ones
May come to this world,
But if people lack goodness
Then they miss the sublime.
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“I was there with you,” continued the Lord, “from the very beginning. But the obstacles in your
own mind prevented you from seeing me. Now these obstacles have been cleared away, because
you found great compassion in your heart, and so you can see me. If you really want to
appreciate how true this is, I suggest that you lift me up on your shoulders and show me off to
everyone.” This Asanga did; he soon realized that no one could see Maitreya, and then he
believed what the Lord had told him.
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And then Maitreya said to him, “What was it that you wished from me, anyway?”
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“I seek to spread the teachings of the greater way,” answered Asanga.
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“Well then, “ Maitreya said, “take hold of my robes.” And they travelled together to the Heaven
of Bliss.
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Asangastayedtherefor only thebriefestmomentof a dayfor thegods;it's saidthat,duringthis
sametime, 50 or even53 humanyearspassed.In earlyeditionsof theCollection on the Levels,
therewasa notewhich saidthatAsangastayedfor six months,learningfrom Maitreya. During
his visit, the Lord taughthim the Sutrason the Mother [the Perfectionof Wisdom]; the Great
Teaching on Yogic Practices; and a great number of sutras of the greater way in general.
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MasterssuchasSinhaBhadrasaythatAsangabeggedtheLord to composecommentarieson the
meaning of these works, and so the Lord wrote what we know as the Five Books of Maitreya.

The Five Books of Maitreya
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Gyaltsab Je writes:

And so he went to the Heavenof Bliss, and he listenedto the holy Dharma,and he grasped,
totally, the truemeaningof theentirebodyof theBuddha’steachings.And thenfor thesakeof
latergenerationsthatwould appearon this earthhegrantedusa gift of thishighestDharma. The
gift consistsof the five greatcommentaries:what we call the two booksof distinguishing;the
two books which are jewels; and the Commentary on the Latter Part of the Series, on the
Greater Way.
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Now generallyspeaking,Lord Buddhataughttwo different methodsof distinguishingbetween
thosepartsof his—theConqueror’s—teachingswhich are to be takenas figurative and those
which areto be takenasliteral. Thesetwo methodsarethosestatedin (1) the Sutra Requested
by Infinite Wisdom andtheKing of Concentration Sutra; amongothers;and(2) theSutra which
Gives the Final Clarification of the Profound Meaning, the True Intent.
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The first setof works saysthat Lord Buddhawasspeakingliterally whenhe taughtthat every
single object which exists is devoid of existing by definition. Theseworks say that He was
speakingfiguratively whenhe taughtaboutthe person,andthe variouspartsof a personandso
on, utilizing a wide variety of words and letters.

The latter groupof sutrassaysthat Lord Buddhataughtthat imaginaryobjectsdo not exist by
definition, but that causedthings—thosewhich aretherefore“under the power” of otherthings,
and also totality—the true nature of the totality of all things, do exist by definition.  They say that
wheneverLord Buddhadescribedall things comprehensivelyas not existing by definition, or
else describedall things comprehensivelyas existing by definition, He was thus speaking
figuratively. Thenlater,whenLord Buddhaclearlysetforth a dividing line betweensomethings
existingby definition andotherthingsnot existingby definition,He wasspeaking—accordingto
them—literally.
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Following the teachings of the former group of sutras, our protector, Nagarjuna, so perfectly
initiated his particular system of distinguishing between what the Buddha stated in a figurative
sense and what He stated in a literal sense. By so doing, Nagarjuna automatically established
that the latter sutra was meant to be taken figuratively.
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Master Asanga then initiated, primarily speaking, the system of the Consciousness-Only School,
by following the teachings of the two works on distinguishing and the Jewel of the Sutras of the
Greater Way; which is to say, he depended on the method of distinguishing between the
figurative and the literal which is presented in the latter type of sutra. Master Asanga
commented, in addition, upon the true intent of the scriptural collection of the lesser way.

The Progression of the Five Books
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Gyaltsab Je writes:

Here is what is presented in the first of the five books of Maitreya: Distinguishing between
Things and the Nature of Things. It first describes “things,” in the sense of the things that act as
the basis for this cycle of suffering life to occur. And these are “things” in the sense of anything
where object and subject appear as two: where caused things, those under the control of other
factors, could exist in truth.

The book then describes the “nature of things” as being that thing which, when you focus upon it
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and accustom yourself to it, acts as a basis for attaining freedom from suffering: that is to say,
emptiness, in the sense that object and subject are devoid of being “separate” things.
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Here next is what is presented in the second book, called Distinguishing between the Middle and
the Extremes.  Starting from a description of things existing in truth, of the appearance of duality,
it goes on to divide all objects into the three characteristics. It continues by setting forth a
description of the original state of things, the path, and the result of the path, in both the shared
and unique vehicles.
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The third book, the Jewel of the Sutras of the Greater Way, does not deny the idea of things
existing in truth, of duality. It starts off with a description of how one awakens the inner seed for
the greater way. Then it sets forth the method by which bodhisattvas bring their realizations ever
higher and higher, and also includes an expanded explanation of the means by which we attract
and guide disciples.
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These first three treatises go no further than presenting a kind of ultimate reality which would be
comfortable for the minds of selected disciples. They never clearly set forth ultimate reality in
the form of saying that every object in the universe is devoid of any nature of its own.
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The Master [Asanga] initiated, perfectly, the way of the Consciousness-Only school by
composing the Collection of Five Works on the Levels, the two compendiums, and other works.
He did so in keeping with the method for determining what is figurative and what is literal which
is found in the Commentary on the True Intent of the Sutras, all following the three treatises just
mentioned.
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In his work called the Levels of Listeners, Arya Asanga described certain methods that had been
spoken in a number of works within the scriptural collection of the lesser way. These show how
what we call “rhinoceros-like” self-made buddhas and those belonging to the family of the
greater way can achieve, in a single sitting, levels such as the path of accumulation (which would
normally take a hundred eons) and the various stages—“heat” and those above it—within the
path of preparation (which would normally take three “countless” eons).
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Now admittedly the ultimate worldview, that of emptiness, is repeatedly described in the fourth
of the five books: the Jewel of Realizations. Nonetheless, the main subject set forth in this work
concerns the precise nature, number, and order of the stages by which persons of the three
different types achieve their realizations. This is a topic which is hidden within the more
extensive, the medium-length, and the more abbreviated versions of the sutras on the perfection
of wisdom, and the Master brings it out clearly in this text.
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Now the fifth and final book, the Commentary to the Latter Part of the Series, on the Greater
Way, presentssomethingwhich can only be taught to certain peopleafter their minds have
alreadybeencultivatedusingthe methodsof the Consciousness-OnlySchool;or, in the caseof
thosediscipleswho alreadyof the greater-waytype and who haveintellectualfacultiesof the
very highestorder, from the very beginning. In fact, it is somethingpath which has to be
realizedeven in order to the “enlightenment”of the listener track and that of the self-made
buddha’s track.

And this somethinghappensto bethe fact thateveryobjectin theuniverseis devoidof any true
existence;the ultimate reality; that which is free of any false elaboration. This emptinessis
clearlydescribedboth in themoreextensive,themedium-length,andmoreabbreviatedversions
of thesutrason theperfectionof wisdom,aswell asin theSutra on the Buddha-Essence, without
any difference in the presentations.

And it is this emptinesswhich I will now explain, in a very clear way, in my own
commentary—exactly as the Master himself intended it.

The Six Questions of the King

After returning from the paradiseof Maitreya, Arya Asangawent into the forest in a very
secludedarea;herehetaughtthefive booksto a selectgroupof his disciples. In time, thearya’s
famespreadthroughouttheland—peoplebeganto saythathecouldperformmiracles. Thelocal
king testedthe masterto seeif this were the caseand,when he realizedthat this was truly a
master,supportedArya Asangafor the restof his life in building Buddhistuniversities,retreat
centers,andso on. Hereis someof the story of the test,from the History of Buddhism by the
venered  Taranatha (1575-1634).
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In that time the king of the land was named Gambhira Paksha; he used to recite out loud the
sutras on the perfection of wisdom. One day he thought to himself, “Everyone says that this
master is an arya, and that he has the ability to read other people’s minds. Now if this is true,
then I too will sing his praises. But if it is not true, then this man is deceiving the people; and I
will do my best to expose him in public, and bring about his downfall.”
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The king then consulted with his ministers, Brahmin priests, and some five hundred very
trustworthy people. They decided to invite the Master and his followers into the confines of the
palace, amidst a great crowd of people. They presented the group with fine offerings of food and
new robes.

=m1->m-,$-`o-1->{-,#-.}=-+!:->m=-Av#=-.-)=k #={:-> m-0v1-.-6m#-#m-,$-`o-1-m#2$-0-
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Meanwhile, the king had a bull taken to an inner room, painted over with whitewash, and left
hidden there. Then he took a vase made of pure gold and poured a great variety of filthy things
into it. On top of this he added a thick layer of honey, then covered the vase with a cloth. He
picked it up in his hands, went out to where the Master waited, and asked him, “What do I have
in my private quarters?  And what do I have here in my hands?”  The Master’s reply was right on
the mark.
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Theking thoughtto himself,“Even somebodywith just a little ability to seehiddenthingscould
havefigured that out. So let’s seeif he can actually readminds or not.” And so mentally,
without sayinganything,heaskedthe Mastersix questionsaboutthesutrason the perfectionof
wisdom. Threeof thequestionsconcernedcertainwording found in thesutras,andthreeof the
questionsconcernedthemeaningof thesutras. TheMasterwasableto answerall thequestions
correctly,and evenwent so far as to composevarioussmall treatiseson eachof them, all in
keeping with ideas like the three natures.
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Here are the three questions about the wording:

(1) “Lord Buddhawas askedthe following question:‘The word “bodhisattva”canrefer to yet
anotherterm. What is that term?’ And yet all the Buddharepliedwas, ‘A bodhisattvais
somethingthat is perfectly,absolutely,impossibleto see.’ Are we thento considerthis one
of those ideas about which Lord Buddha refused to comment?”

A-<m,-_p-;v=-&{-0-+.#-3+-T-0W-9}+-.-6{=-+.{:-A=-.8m-;v=-&{-0-8+m-+},-#$-+$- }̂:k

(2) “Lord Buddhaoncespokeof a metaphorfor a hugebody: He said ‘There is a bird with a
hugebody,onewhich reaches500 yojana [about750 miles].’ What is the true meaningof
this metaphor?”

:m-+$-,#=-3;->m-13,-1l1-1*}$-,k W-13~-+$-*#-({8}-6{=-.-;k 13,-1-1*}$-08m-
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(3) “Lord Buddha once said, ‘Once you no longer see any sign of the mountains and forest, you
know you are approaching the sea.’  What marks the line then where you still see the signs?”

+$-.}-,m-,$-%}$-.-(m+-;-+#}=k #(m=-.-,m-+#{-08m-;=-%}0=-&{-0k #=v1-.-,m-&}=-

1&}#-&{,-.}8}k

“The first,” replied the Master, “is a reference to the inner state of emptiness. The second is
talking about virtuous karma of immense power. The third refers to the “greater” or final step
within the stage of the path of preparation known as “the highest of things.”

+},-;-Hm-0-#=v1-,mk

Here are the three questions about the meaning:

\o,-#6m-M1-.:-<{=-.-Q=-=v-9}+-+1-1{+k

(1) “Does foundation consciousness exist in a substantial way or not?”

&}=-*1=-%+-$}-0}-(m+-1{+-.:-#=v$=-.=-#$-$}-0}-(m+-1{+-.-9$-$}-0}-(m+-1{+-+1k

(2) “Lord Buddha proclaimed that no object in the universe has any essence of its own. Does
this imply that this lack of essence itself lacks any essence?”

%}$-.-(m+-<m=-&}=-*1=-%+-%}$-.-(m+-`o-1m-A{+-.:-0<+-.8m-1m-A{+-1",-+$-k 1m-A {+-Wv8m-
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(3) “It is explained that emptiness doesn’t make every object in the universe empty. What is the
emptiness that doesn’t make things this way; and what is the emptiness that isn’t made this
way?”

+$-.}-;k \o,-Q}0-_p-Q=-=v-9}+k +},-+1-.8m-:m#-<{=-<m-+},-1{+k #(m=-.-$}}-0}-(m+-
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The Master answered all three questions just as they were meant to be. To the first he replied,
“Deceptively speaking, foundation consciousness does exist in a substantial way. And a kind of
consciousness or mind that we could talk about in ultimate terms has no meaning at all.”

To the second question he replied: “If we keep in mind the idea of the three different kinds of a
lack of essence, one must then divide the general lack of essence itself into one which does,
further, lack any essence of its own; and one which does not.”

To the third question he replied, “The first emptiness in question, the one which could have made
things empty, only refers to the state of mind perceiving emptiness. The way in which it could
have made things empty is to make something devoid of something now that it wasn’t devoid of
before. And both of these—a mind that could make things empty, and an emptiness that it made
which didn’t exist before—are something that I deny could exist at all.”

How High Was the Arya?

There are only a handful of Buddhist sages in the last few millenia who are openly said to have
reached the direct perception of emptiness (the state of an arya) and the wish for enlightenment
(bodhichitta). Three of these happen to be Lord Maitreya, Arya Asanga, and Arya Nagarjuna.
Here is how their achievements are described in the accounts of Buton Rinpoche and Taranatha.
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[Taranatha writes that when Master Asanga had his vision of Lord Maitreya after attempting to
help the wounded dog,]

Lord Maitreya said to him: “Well then now pick me up on your shoulders, and show me to all the
people in the town there.”

This the Master did, but none of them saw anything at all on his shoulders.
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There was though one barmaid walking by who saw the Master carrying a puppy on his
shoulders, and because of this she later on gained that spiritual attainment called “never-ending
material wealth.” There was also a poor man, who made his living carrying things on his back,
that saw just the very end of Lord Maitreya's foot. And even this much allowed him to reach a
state of deep concentration, and the various spiritual attainments that are shared with meditators
of other traditions. At this point too, Master Asanga himself attained the “meditative
concentration of the stream of the Dharma,” [which is an ability to recall spiritual teachings one
has received in the past, with ease. This ability is gained during the Path of Preparation, prior to
seeing emptiness directly.]
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[Buton Rinpoche writes that] Clear Words, an explanation of the briefer commentary, states that
“[By the end of his life] Master Asanga was able to attain the third bodhisattva level, [which
would require seeing emptiness directly on the first level, and therefore understanding the very
highest presentation of emptiness]. Nonetheless, he presented the teachings of the Mind-Only
School, only in order to guide his brother Vasubandhu further.
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[Buton Rinpoche writes further that] the commentary to the Jewel of the Mind-Only School says
that “Maitreya was a bodhisattva on the tenth bodhisattva level; Asanga was a bodhisattva on the
third bodhisattva level; and Nagarjuna was a bodhisattva on the first bodhisattva level.”
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